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Milk Bottle Face Planters 
A classroom resource inspired by pollution, 
global warming and climate change

Aim: 
To create planters from recycled milk 
cartons or bottles, on the theme of 
‘REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE’.

Curriculum Links:
KS1 Art and Design:

- to use a range of materials creatively to design and 
make products

KS1 Science:

- Growing plants - the need for water, light and a suitable 
temperature.

- Identifying plants’ basic structures.

Age suitability: KS1 (YR 2 better as need cutting skills)

Time Frame: 1 Hour

Resources: 
Milk carton

Tape (clear, assorted colours or electrical tape)

Scissors

Sharpies (there is no way getting round this - as other felt tips wash off) Alternatively you 
could try using paint mixed with PVA so it will ‘stick’ better.

Soil

Plants or seeds (Good things to use are cress seeds (grow quick), chives (good hair!) or 
other plug plants that grow rapidly or easily

Decorative bits. You can use stickers, fabric, wool, ribbons, pipe cleaners fur etc.

Optional extras: Hole punches (to punch holes in top to tie string/ pipe cleaners etc)

Paint (mixed with PVA)

See Milk Bottle Faces inspiration sheet

2. Decorate using a sharpie.

(You coud practice first looking 
at manga or cartoon faces)

3. Remeber to do the sides 
too!

4. Add other bits of decoration 
like ribbons or stickers....

Or thread pipe cleaners or 
wool through punched holes..

5. When finished, place in 
other half of bottle so you can 
steady it.

6. Fill with soil and plant with 
seeds or a young plant!
It is easier to set up a separate 
planting table for this.  (Follow 
plant instructions how to care 
for it). 

Alternatively: Use the other half of the carton to make a body, by cutting a hole in it and placing 
the bottle top inside the hole.  An adult will need to cut the hole!



Simple and clear instructions accompanied by images/illustrations/videos:

1.  Follow the Milk Bottle Faces instruction sheet. You could make your face a person or an 
animal.

Ideas for further exploration:
- Hold a competition to see who can grow the biggest hair, or try different seeds to measure 

which grow the fastest or longest.

- There are other great planters you can make from recycled materials. You can use wellies, 
tea cups, buckets, tyres, sinks, colanders etc. Make an inventive recycled planter area in 
your school grounds. Or get the children to bring in things from home - the dafter the 
better!

Any links to local/national/international initiatives or schemes:

https://www.childrensgardeningweek.co.uk/fun-things-to-do/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/shows/totally-rubbish  ‘Totally Rubbish’ show on CBBC - where 
rubbish is turned into amazing stuff!

https://www.plasticpollutioncoalition.org/blog/2017/4/17/
hojhet2m35gdbtz37stnm4onsitl8t Some interesting artworks by Kanny Sharf, made from 
rubbish.

https://www.keepbritaintidy.org/get-involved/support-our-campaigns/great-big-school-
clean A national campaign from ‘Keep Britain Tidy.’

https://www.kidsagainstplastic.co.uk/learn/lesson-guides/
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Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


